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A bstract
SQL is a relationsd database definition and manipulation language. Portions of the manipulation lan­
guage are readily described in terms of relational algebra. The semantics of a subset of the SQL select 
statement is described. The select statement allows the user to query the database. The select statement 
is shown to be equivalent to a series of relational and set operations. The semantics are described in terms 
of abstract data.types for relation schemes, tuples, and relations. Certain forms of the union or intersection 
of two select statements are shown to have equivalent single select statement forms.
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1 Introduction
The Structured Query Language (SQL) consists of a set of commands and utilities for 
defining and manipulating a relational database. A relational database is viewed by 
the user as a collection of relations or tables. In fact, these two terms are often used 
interchangeably.
A table is an unordered collection of rows, or tuples. Each element of a row is 
generally referred to as an attribute or column. The degree or arity of a table is the 
number of columns in the table. The cardinality of a table is the number of tuples in 
the table.
One of the first implementations of SQL was in the early 1980’s as an interface to a 
relational database management system called System/ll [2, 7]. In 1986, the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) adopted a standard syntax and English language 
semanticsfl].
2 T he SQL s e le c t  S tatem ent
The subset of SQL to be considered here is the select statement. This subset of SQL 
allows the user to make queries about a previously defined database (a set of relations).
2.1 Abstract Syntax
g Query e G Expression a G Identifier I G Integer
E g Selection n G Predicate S G String R G Real
r g Table Expression T G Table List C G Column B G Boolean
■9 =*- select © 1 ^  union ’3' 1 ^  intersection ^
© =*- E r
E =*- * | £ | s, E ■
£ =*- £+£ I £ £ I £*£ I £/£ | +ff | -£ | (e) | R \ I \ £ \ S \ C
=*- £ or £ | £ and £ | not £ | EE | ( e )
r =*- from T | from T wheres
T =*-
c =*- s \s ■ s
n =► e n e
n =► -1 <> 1 < 1 > 1 <-1 >-
2.2 C oncrete Syntax
The concrete syntax is taken from the ANSI standard [1] and is given in Table 1 and 
Table 2. Any deviations from the SQL standard syntax are to remove portions of syntax 
unrelated to the select statement and to remove portions of select statement syntax 
that will not be implemented.
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Table 1: Common Elements Used in the Query Statement Syntax (adapted from the 
ANSI SQL Standard)
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< query> =► s e le c t  <select list> Ctable expr>
=► <query> [ union | in te r se c t io n  ] <query>
< select list> =► <expn> [ { ,  <expn> }* ] | *
<expn> <term> | <expn> + <term> | <expn> -  <term>
<term> <factor> | <term> * <factor> | <term> /  <factor>
< factor> [ + | -  ] <primary>
<primary> <value spec> | <column> | ( <expn> )
Ctable expr> <from> [ < where > ]
<from> from Ctable reference> [ { ,  Ctable reference> }* ]
< where > where Csearch cond>
< search cond> Cbool term> | Csearch cond> or cbdol term>
<bool term> Cbool factor> | cbool term> and cbool factor>
<bool factor > [ not ] Cbool primary>
<bool primary> Cpredicate> | ( Csearch cond> )
<predicate> Cexpn> Ccomparison> Cexpn>
Table 2: Query Statement Syntax (adapted from the ANSI SQL Standard select 
statement synta-x)
2.3 N ota tion
The notation used in Table 1 and Table 2 is BNF (Backus Normal Form) with the 
following extensions:
1. Square brackets ( [ . . . ] )  indicate optional elements.
2. An element E repeated zero or more times is denoted as E*. An element E 
repeated one or more times is denoted as E+.
3. Curly braces ( { . . . } )  indicate sequences of elements.
3 Sem antic D efin ition
3.1 Sem antic Techniques
Standard semantic techniques using search and backtrack elements similar to Prolog 
were proposed for this project. Further study of the semantics of the SQL select state­
ment indicated that the queries specified by the select statement were more readily 
described in terms of relational algebra. The relational algebra is described in terms of 
set operations (union, intersection, complex product) and several relational operations 
(selection, projection, division) [4].
For example, a typical SQL query using the select statement has the following form:
s e le c t  < select list > 
from < table list > 
where < search cond >
This query has a straightforward translation to relational algebra and set operations:
ft<select list> ( C?<search cond> (x (<  table list > ) ) )
where w is projection, a  is selection, and X is the complex product. These operations 
will be defined more formally later.
W ith  this in m ind, it seems natural to define the semantics of SQL query statements 
in terms of these operations. This approach is desirable for several reasons. First, it 
makes the semantics more understandable because the meaning.is stated in the well- 
defined terms of relational algebra. In addition, proving statements about the SQL query 
language should prove to be easier because proofs can draw upon a sound theoretical 
background and a large body of research on relational algebra. Finally, in this approach 
several abstract data types will be defined (relations, tuples, schemes). Abstracting 
these elements of the language allows the semanticist to prove statements about the 
abstract data types separate from the semantics of the language.
3.2 Inform al Sem antics
For the purposes of demonstrating the semantics of SQL queries, suppose there exists 
a database of hosts (computer systems) and processes. Also suppose there is a hosts 
relation and a process relation. Portions of these relations are shown in Figures 3 and
4.
A query such as: “s e le c t name . lo a d l ,s t a t u s  from ho s t” would provide a table 
w ith 3 columns: name, load l, and status. The where clause allows qualification of the 
rows in the resulting table. For example,
select name, status, loadl
from host (1)
where loadl >  1.0 and name < >  'cs'
would produce Table 5, a 3-column table with all hosts whose lo a d l attribute is greater 
than 1.0 and whose name is not “cs” .
< q u e ry > . A <query> operates on tables and produces a (possibly empty) table as 
a result. More complex queries can be formed by using the un ion  or in te r s e c t io n  
operators. The un ion  operator takes 2 tables, T\ and T2, and produces a new table 
containing the rows of both T\ and T2. Duplicate rows in the resulting table are re­
moved. The in te r s e c t io n  operator takes 2 tables, T\ and T2, and produces a new 
table containing the rows that are in both 7\ and T2.
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Name Status Users Loadl Load5 Load15 Processes
acme down 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
asylum up 5 1.24 1.24 1.27 (16107,19811,20170)
cs up 25 1.34 1.00 0.92 (9834,12111,12112)
hellgate up 0 1.70 0.92 0.70 (4112)
Peruvian up 28 1.63 1.11 1.30 (25,28,31,100,298)
jaguar up 3 0.14 0.26 0.34 (2178)
jensen up 1 0.43 0.13 0.04 (431,455)
shafer up 1 0.09 0.10 0.04 (19928,19929,20050)
Table 3: Host Relation
Name PID PPID User Mem CPU Size RSS Host
rshd 25 298 root 0.3 0.0 100 60 Peruvian
csh 28 25 hoogen 0.3 20.0 176 80 Peruvian
ps 31 28 hoogen 0.9 18.9 252 228 Peruvian
emacs 2178 2177 alien 2.5 0.6 996 700 jaguar
mail 431 430 cruse 0.0 0.0 208 36 jensen
xterm 455 454 yih 2.1 0.0 196 112 jensen
xcalc 12112 12111 zeleznik 0.8 0.0 208 204 cs
csh 9834 212 starkey 0.4 0.0 184 92 cs





Table 5: Result of query 1.
The columns of the tables T\ and T2 must be of the same types. Thus, the ith 
column named in the query that produced T\ must be the same type as the ith column 
named in the query that produced T2.
<select list>. The <select list> is used to select specific attributes (columns) from 
tables. If all columns of a table are desired, the * character may be specified. Otherwise, 
all columns to be in the result are specified separated by commas. The columns named 
in the <select list> must unambiguously identify the desired column. If 2 ta,bles in 
a query have the same column names, the column name must be prepended with a 
<correl name> to unambiguously identify the column. For example, this query involves 
the name column of the host and process tables:
select H.name,P.name from host H, process P 
where H.name = ’asylum’ and P.name = ’csh’
<from>. The <from> is used to specify the tables to be considered in the query. 
If the query involves comparing 2 or more instances of the same table, then a Ccorrel 
name> can be specified to uniquely identify each instance. The ccorrel name> acts as 
a temporary and local name for the table. For example,
select C.pid, P.pid, P.name
from process P, process C
where P.pid = C.ppid and C.name = ’emacs’
will locate all processes with the name ’emacs’. A new table will be constructed con­
taining the name of each of these processes, the process id, and name of their parent 
processes.
<where>, <search cond>, and <predicate>. The <where> clause is used to 
specify relationships that must exist among the columns in the result. The relationships 
are specified as a <search cond>. For a given row that is being considered by a query, 
the row is said to qualify if the <search cond> of the <where> clause evaluates to a 
truth value of true. Otherwise, the row is disqualified.
The <predicate> and <search cond> clauses allow the user to specify the conditions 
that qualify or disqualify a row from the result of a query. These conditions are evaluated 
to a truth value. For a given row, a true value will qualify the row for the resulting table. 
A false or unknown value will disqualify the row. Two or more <predicate> clauses can 
be connected by the boolean operators and and or to form more complex <search cond> 
clauses. The <predicate> clause is used to specify a comparison between values.
<comparison>. The comparison operators are the binary operators that appear in 
many programming languages. Numeric and character string values can be compared.
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Comparison of numeric values is according to their algebraic values. Comparison of 
character strings is accomplished by comparing characters in the same ordinal position. 
If the strings are of different lengths, then the comparison is performed with the shorter 
string extended with spaces to the length of the longer string.
If a <predicate> is of the form “a <comparison> b”, then the result of <predicate> 
is either true, false, or unknown. The result is unknown if either a or b is null. The 
SQL Standard specifies that nothing, not even another null value, should be equal to 
the null value.
3.3 T he R elation al M odel
The relational model of databases was first described by Codd [3] in 1970. Since then, 
it has been extensively studied. This section provides a brief overview of the relational 
model. Formal terminology and concepts introduced here are from Yang [9] and Delobel 
and Adiba [5] and will be used in subsequent sections.
Attributes
A relational database is composed of a set of attributes Ai, A<i, ... An. Each attribute is 
composed of a single data type. The domain or value-set of each attribute Aj is written 
DOM(Aj). If S is a subset of all possible attributes, we write DOM(S) = |JAkzsAk-
Tuples
The rows in a relation are referred to as tuples. Formally, let X  be a subset of the set of all 
attributes in the database. Let DOM(X) be the domain of X. Let fi: X  —► DOM(X) 
be a function defined as follows:
P1 — » ^ l)»  • • • j (Aik, O/:)}
Each A{j for 1 < j  < k is an attribute in X  and an argument to the function fi. 
Each aj for < j  < k is a value in DOM(Aij ). Thus, fi(Aij) = aj. The function n is 
called a tuple over X.
If Y C X , then the Y-value(s) of n is written
= {(-^rai ®m) | 1 ^ ^  ^  |> Am £ X }
All possible tuples over X is the complex product of each domain A .. The complex 
product of domains is defined as:
TUP(X) = x(DOM(Ail),DOM(Ai2),. . . ,D O M (A ik))
= |aia2.. .a k \ aj £ DOM(Aij) , j  = 1,2,...,&}
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Thus, each tuple n  over X is an element of T U P (X ) .
Relation Schemes
The scheme of a relation is also known as the intention of the relation. The scheme of a 
relation is defined as a subset of all possible attributes of the database. Thus, a relation 
over S is a subset of TUP(S). The cardinality of a scheme is the number of attributes 
in the scheme.
Relations
A relation is defined in terms of its scheme. Thus, a relation over 5 is a relation with 
scheme S. The arity of a relation over S is equal to the cardinality of S. The cardinality 
of a relation is equal to the number of tuples belonging to that relation.
Since the relation domain is the key component of the query language, several im­
portant operations on relations are discussed here.
Union. The union of two relations R\ and R2 is a relation R3 whose tuples are also 
in Ri or R 2 (or both). Formally,
.Ri U R2 = {n | H € Ri or (i € # 2}
This operation is allowed only when R\ and i?2 are union-compatible. Union- 
compatibility is defined as the following property:
Definition 1 Two relations Ri and R 2 are unioh-compatible if their schemes are union- 
compatible.
Definition 2 Two Schemes A and B are union-compatible if there exists a bijection 
such that for each Aj £ A there exists exactly one Bk € B for which DOM(Aj) = 
DOM(Bk).
Note that the union of any relation R  and the empty relation $ is the relation R.
R U $  = R
Complex Product. The complex product is very similar to the cartesian product 
except the ordering of the attributes in a complex product is insignificant. The cartesian 
product of two relations R\ and R 2 is denoted R\ X R2 and produces all possible pairs 
of tuples (nRr, fiR2). Rather than a pair of tuples, the complex product produces the 
concatenation of the tuples.
The complex product of two relations Ri and R 2 is denoted R\ * R2 and is defined
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Intersection. The intersection of two relations R\ and i?2 is a relation T whose tuples 
are in Ri and R?. Formally,
Ri Pi i?2 = {/^  | V G Ri and /i G -R2}
This operation is allowed only when Ri and R2 are union-compatible.
Note that the intersection of any relation R and the empty relation $ is the empty 
relation.
r  n $ = $
Projection. The projection operation takes a relation and produces a relation whose 
attributes are a subset of the original relation’s attributes. Formally, if R is a relation 
over S and X is a subset of S, then the projection of R onto X, written as nx(R) is a 
relation over X.
ftx(R) = {/4^1 I X  C S and /i € R}
Selection. The selection operation allows certain tuples to be selected from a relation. 
The condition for selection is specified in a formula which is defined inductively as [9]:
1. F1CIF2, FiQc, and cQ.Fi are formulas where F\ and F2 are compatible attributes, c 
is a constant in DOM(Fi), and is an arithmetic operator in {=, 7^ , <, <, >, >}.
2. If Fi and F2 are formulas, then F\andF2, F\orF2, notF\, and noti7^ are formulas.
3. Nothing else is a formula.
The selection of a relation R under a formula F is a subset of R consisting of all the 
tuples of R that satisfy F. It is written as:
of{R) = {/i | /i G R and fi satisfies i7}
If F is the null formula, then ap(R) = R.
3.4 Form al Sem antics  
Semantic Algebras
Primitive domains to be used are stated here without further explanation. These do­
mains are as stated in Schmidt [8].
Integer numbers, i £ Z  = Int
Floating Point numbers, v € 3? = Real
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Character Strings, s € C = String 
Boolean Values, s € Tr = Tr 
Identifiers, id € Id  = Identifier
Lists. L € D*. As specified in Example 3.9, pp 43-44 of Schmidt [8].
Denotable Value, dv € DenotableValue = StorableValue + Identifier + Error
StorableValue. sv € StorableValue = NULL + Int + Real +'String + Tr + Error
Store, st € Store = Identifier —► Relation
This is similar to that specified in Figure 7.1, pg. 140 of Schmidt except the only 
data type that is storable is a relation.
newstore : Store 
newstore = A i.error
access : Identifier —► Store —► Store 
access = \i.\r.Xs.s(i)
update : Identifier —► Relation —► Store —► Store 
update — Xi.Xr.\s.(\i'.i equals —> r |] s(i;))
Answer, a € Answer = (Relation * State) + Error
State, state € State = Store
Query Continuation, qc £ QCont = Relation * State —► Answer
Expression List Continuation.
elc € ELCont — ExpList * Relation * State —► Answer
Expression List, el € ExpList = Expression + (Expression * ExpList)
Type, t € Type = Int + Real + String + Tr + Null + TypeError
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Abstract Data Types
Scheme, s 6 Scheme = (Identifier*Type*Scheme)+EmptyScheme+SchemeError
createScheme : Scheme
createS cheme = Empty Scheme
add-toScheme : Scheme —► Identifier —► Tj/pe —► Scheme
addJoScheme — Xs.Xi.Xt.(i,t,s) .
idJypeJnScheme : Scheme —► Identifier —► Type
idJype.in Scheme = _
A(i, t, s).Xi'.(i equals i') —► t
|] (5 equals Empty Scheme) —►TypeError 
[] id .type.in Scheme s i'
concatScheme : Scheme —► Scheme —► Scheme 
concat Scheme —
\(i, t, s).X(i', t’, s').((eqScheme s EmptyScheme) and 
(1eqScheme s' EmptyScheme))
—►(*, t, (i t', EmptyScheme))
[] (eqScheme s EmptyScheme) —►(*, t, (i', t', 5'))
[] (t, t, (concatScheme s (i t 1, 5')))
eqScheme : Scheme —► Scheme —► Tr 
eqScheme — X(i,t,s).X(i',t',s').
((i equals i') and (t equals t’) and 
(s equals EmptyScheme) and 
(s' equals EmptyScheme)) —► true 
|] ((i equals i’) and 
(t equals t') and 
(eqScheme s s')) —► true 
|] false
unionCompatible : Scheme —*• Scheme —► Tr 
unionCompatible = X(i,t,s).X(i',t',s').
((t equals t') and (eqScheme s EmptyScheme) and 
{eqScheme s' EmptyScheme)) —► true 
[] ((f equals t') and 
(unionCompatible s 5')) —► true 
[] false
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cardinality : Scheme —► /nt
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cardinality = A(i, t , s).s eqScheme EmptyScheme —*• 0 |] 1 + cardinality(s)
Tuple, t £ Tuple = (Identifier*StorableValue*Tuple)+EmptyTuple-\-TupleError
createTuple : Tuple
createTuple = EmptyTuple
addJoTuple : Tuple —*• Identifier —*• Tuple
addJoTuple = Xt.Xi.(i,inStorableValue(NULL),t)
updateTuple : Identifier —*• StorableValue —*• Tuple —»• Tuple
updateTuple = 1
Xi'.Xsv'.X(i,sv,t).(i equals i') —*■ (i,sv',t)
|] (eqTuple t EmptyTuple) —*• tupleError 
| (updateTuple i' sv't)
concatTuple : Tuple —*• Tuple —»• Tuple
concatTuple = X(i, sv,t).X(i',sv',t').((eqTuple t EmptyTuple) and
(eqTuple t1 EmptyTuple))
—*• (i,sv,(i\sv', EmptyTuple))
|] (eqTuple t EmptyTuple) —»• (i, su, (i', s-t;', t')) 
P (i, (concatTuple t (i\ sv\ t1)))
eqTuple : Tuple —*• Tuple —»• Tr
eqTuple = X(i,sv,t).X(i',sv',t').((i equals i') and (sv equals sv') and
(t equals EmptyTuple) and 
(t' equals EmptyTuple)) —*• true 
|] ((i equals i') and 
(sv equals sv') and 
(eqTuple 11')) —*• true 
| false
arity : Tuple —> Int
arity = A(i, sv, t).(t eqTuple EmptyTuple) —* 0 |] 1 + arity(t)
Relation, r € Relation = (Scheme x Tuple list) + RelationError
createRelation : Relation
create Relation = (createS cheme(), [])
get Relation Scheme : Relation —*• Scheme
getRelationScheme — X(s,tupleList).s
getRelationTuples : Relation —► Tuplelist
getRelationTuples = A(s, tuple List).tuple List
arity : Relation —► Int
arity = Xr.(cardinality(getRelationSchemer))
cardinality : Relation —► Int
cardinality = Xr.(length(getRelationTuplesr)) .
updateRelationScheme : Relation —► Scheme —► Relation 
update Relation Scheme = X(s,tL).Xs'.(s',tL)
addTupleToRelation : Tuple —► Relation —► Relation 
addTupleToRelation = Xt.X(s,tL).(s, (t cons tL))
memberO f  Relation : Tuple —► Relation —► Tr
member O f  Relation = Xt.X(s,tL).null(tL) —► false
[| (eqTuple t hd(tL)) —► true 
[| (memberO f  Relation t tl(tL))
intersection : Relation —► Relation —► Relation
intersection = Xr.Xr'.{intersectionjaux (create RelationQ) r r')
intersection-aux : Relation —► Relation —► Relation —► Relation 
inter section.aux =
Xrslt.X(s, tL).X(s', tL').(tL'equal s[ ]) —► rslt 
[| (tLequals[ ]) —► rslt 
[] (memberO f  Relationhd(tL)r')




[] (intersection_auxrslt(s, tl(tL))(s\ tL'))
selection : Relation —► Expression —► Relation 
selection —
Xr.Xe.(selection jaux
(updateRelationScheme (createRelation()) (getRelationScheme r))
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selectionjaux : Relation —► Relation —► Expression —* Relation 
selection jaux =
Xrslt.X(s,tList).Xe.(tL'equals[]) —► rslt 
[] (let r = E[e] hd(tList) 
in  (cases r of
isBoolean(tv) —►
(tv —>(selectionjaux




|] (selection-aux rslt (s\tl{tList)) e))
[] RelationError)
end)
The remaining operations on relations are similar or composed of the operations 
shown above. The union and complex product operations are very similar to intersection 
and projection is very similar to selection.
3.5 V aluation  Functions
Q '.Query —► QCont —► Answer 
Q [0 qop \EI] qc =
S[0] A (r,s).( cases qop of 
” union” —►
(cases r of
-► (let qc’ =  Q[$] A (r’,s’).
(cases r’ of
(_,_) —► qc ((union r r ’),s’)
|] RelationError —► Error) 
in qc’ ((createRelation()),s) end)
[] RelationError —► Error)
|] ’’intersection” —►
(cases r of
(.,.) -> (let qc’ =  Q [*] A (r’,s’).
(cases r ’ of
(_,_) —► qc ((intersection r r ’),s’)
|] RelationError —► Error) 
in qc’ ((createRelation()),s) end)
[] RelationError —► Error)
|] RelationError —► Error)
Q[0] qc =  S[0] qc
S-.Statement —► QCont —> QCont
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S[* T] qc = A(r’,s’).(let qc’ = TE[J?] qc in qc’ (r’,s’) end)
S[e,S T]qc =
TE[r] Sel[£,S] A(eL,r,s). qc ((projection r eL),s)
Sel-.Selection —> ELCont —► QCont 
Sel[e] elc = A (r,s).elc (£,r,s)
Sel[£,S] elc =
Sel[E] A (eL,r,s).elc ((£,eL),r,s)
TE :TableExp —> QCont —> QCont *
TE[from T] qc = TL[T] qc
TE[from T where f] qc =
TL[Y] A(r,s).(cases r of
(_,_) —> qc ((selection r £),s)
[] Error
TL-.TableList —> QCont —> QCont
TL[^] qc = T[£] A(r,s).qc (r,s) ,
TL[^,r] qc =
T[£] A(r,s).(let qc’ =TL[T] qc 
In qc’ (r,s) end)
T-.Table —> QCont —> QCont 
T[f] qc =
A (r,store).(cases r of
-
(let r’ = (access f  store) 
in (cases r’ of
(_,_) —> qc ((cartesianProduct r r’),store) 
| RelationError —> Error)
end)
RelationError -♦ Error)
T[U']  qc =
A (r,store).(cases r of
-
(let r’ = (access £ store) 
in (cases r’ of
(_,_) —> qc ((cartesianProduct r r’),store) 
I] RelationError —> Error)
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end)
RelationError Error)
Expressions are evaluated only with respect to a particular tuple of a relation. The 
tuple (and its Scheme) provide all necessary information in order to evaluate an expres­
sion. The expression valuation function evaluates the expression to its normal form.
~E-.Expression —* Tuple —* Scheme —* Expression 
E [ £ i  +  £ 2 ] t S =
(let £1’ = E[£i] t s 
in (let val £2’ = E[£i] t s






(let rslt = ((accessTuple t C[co/]) +
(accessTuple t C[co/’])) 
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(let rslt =  (i + (accessTuple t C[co/’])) 
in (cases rslt of




Q is ln t(i’) —*• .






(id.typeJnScheme s C [<%>/’]))
(let rslt =  (v + (accessTuple t C[co/’])) 











Other operations (boolean, relational, arithmetic) are completed in a similar fashion 
The base cases in expression evaluation are as follows:
E  [S] t s =  inExpression(S)
E  [I] t s =  inExpression(I)
E  [R] t s =  inExpression(R)
E  [B] t s =  inExpression(B)
E  [NULL] t s =  inExpression(NULL)
E[C] t s =
(let rslt =  (accessTuple t C[C]) 
in (cases rslt of
islnt(i) —► inExpression(i)
|]isReal(v) —► inExpression(v)





4 Equivalence o f Q ueries
A given query can be expressed in more than one way. In particular, the union and 
intersection of two queries on the same relations has an equivalent single query form. 
Furthermore, the single query form frequently involves less typing.
Suppose 'J'i.FiC-fti) &2, ■ ■ - ,Rn) and ^ 2,F2(-Ri) &2, • • •> Rn) are two queries over rela­
tions Ri, R2, . . . ,  Rn• Also, suppose these queries involve a selection operation using F\ 
and F2, respectively.
The union and intersection operations are only defined for relations that are 
union-compatible. Thus, \Pi,Fi (R\,R2, • • • > Rn) and *p2,F2(-fti> R2, • • • > Rn) must be union- 
compatible.
Union. The union of these two queries is the relation containing the tuples that satisfy 
Fi or F2 (from the definition of union of two relations). The definition of a formula for 
selection says that if Fi and F2 are formulas, then Fi and F2 joined by the boolean or 
operation is also a formula. Let F3 = Fi or F2. The syntax for the select statement 
allows a query of the form \P3,F3(-Ri> R2, • • •, Rn)-
Intersection. Showing that there exists a single-query form of the intersection of 
two union-compatible queries over the same relations is analogous to showing the same 
property for union.
5 C onclusions
The semantics of a portion of the SQL select statement has been described. The de­
scription demonstrates the combination of standard semantics style which was used to 
describe how an SQL query is transformed into a series of operations on relations, and 
abstract data types used to describe the relational database model. The resulting se­
mantics are operational in style because the semantics of a query are described in terms 
of well-defined operations on the abstract data types. This makes correctness and other 
types of proofs easier because the correctness of the abstract data types can be dealt 
with separately.
In the process of defining the semantics of the SQL select statement, several obser­
vations were made:
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• Initially, the model developed for how a query “works” required the use of an 
environment (in a reference like host H, H would be a local variable) and store (to 
store relations). Further investigation into what a query actually does revealed 
a much simpler series of operations than was first anticipated. The resulting 
semantics do not require an environment. Expanding the syntax in any way to 
handle more of the SQL syntax would require the use of an environment, however. 
This could easily be done by making a State = Environment * Store rather than 
State = Store as it is now.
• Portions of the chosen syntax are unnecessary. In particular, the union and 
intersection of two queries have equivalent single query forms involving the 
or and and boolean operations. •
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